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ABSTRACT: A good understanding of the general circulation features of the oceans, particularly
of the coastal waters, and ability to predict the key oceanographic parameters with good accuracy
and sufficient lead time are necessary for the safe conduct of maritime activities such as fishing,
shipping, and offshore industries. Considering these requirements and buoyed by the advancements in the field of ocean modeling, data assimilation, and ocean observation networks along
with the availability of the high-performance computational facility in India, Indian National Centre
for Ocean Information Services has set up a “High-Resolution Operational Ocean Forecast and
Reanalysis System” (HOOFS) with an aim to provide accurate ocean analysis and forecasts for the
public, researchers, and other types of users like navigators and the Indian Coast Guard. Major
components of HOOFS are (i) a suite of numerical ocean models configured for the Indian Ocean
and the coastal waters using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) for forecasting physical and biogeochemical state of the ocean and (ii) the data assimilation based on local ensemble
transform Kalman filter that assimilates in situ and satellite observations in ROMS. Apart from
the routine forecasts of key oceanographic parameters, a few important applications such as (i)
Potential Fishing Zone forecasting system and (ii) Search and Rescue Aid Tool are also developed
as part of the HOOFS project. The architecture of HOOFS, an account of the quality of ocean
analysis and forecasts produced by it and important applications developed based on HOOFS are
briefly discussed in this article.
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A

ccurate forecasts of specific oceanographic parameters such as currents, temperature,
and salinity in the surface and subsurface ocean, tides, and wind waves are essential
for planning most of the maritime activities and securing the lives and livelihoods of
millions of people who venture into oceans (Francis et al. 2013). The users of the operational
ocean forecasts and information range from traditional fisher folks to high-tech maritime
industries. Recognizing the importance of accurate predictions of oceanographic parameters,
particularly for the waters around India, Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), Government of
India, entrusted Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS) to design,
develop, and operate a comprehensive, very high-resolution ocean forecast and analysis/
reanalysis system. This led to the development of a High-Resolution Operational Ocean
Forecast and Reanalysis System (HOOFS)—the operational ocean forecast system of India.
The architecture of HOOFS, important products and applications of this system, and verification of the ocean analysis and forecasts generated by it are briefly discussed in this paper.
A good understanding on the circulation of the Indian Ocean in general, and coastal waters
around India in particular, is a prerequisite for designing and developing a forecast system for
the Indian Ocean. Tides, which are responsible for a substantial fraction of variability observed
in currents and sea level in the coastal regions, are mixed semidiurnal in the Arabian Sea (AS)
and predominantly semidiurnal in the Bay of Bengal (BoB) (Sindhu and Unnikrishnan 2013).
Tidal currents over wide continental shelves in the northern BoB and off the west coast of India
have comparable magnitudes and sometimes stronger than the subtidal currents, suggesting
their importance in the ocean dynamics of this region (Mandal et al. 2020; Subeesh et al. 2013;
Unnikrishnan et al. 1999). Though tidal currents are not prominent in the open ocean, their
interactions with bottom topographic features generate internal gravity waves (internal tides),
which significantly influence the vertical mixing (Nash et al. 2004; Waterhouse et al. 2014),
sediment suspension (Butman et al. 2006), and biological productivity in the ocean (Pingree
et al. 1986, Sharples et al. 2009). Studies suggest that Chagos–Laccadive Ridge and Andaman–
Nicobar (AN) Ridge are the two important sources of internal tides in this region and internal
tides generated here propagate all over the southeastern AS and BoB, respectively (Jithin et al.
2019, 2020, 2017a; Subeesh 2019). Jithin et al. (2019) have shown that a substantial variability of
the internal tides observed off the east coast of India are driven by those originating from the
AN Ridge, which is located about 1,000 km away from the coast. Apart from tides, presence
of coastally trapped waves (CTW) is an important feature observed along the Indian coasts,
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which causes significant variability
in the currents and sea level on the
A brief history of the HOOFS
continental shelf (Amol et al. 2012;
INCOIS started issuing basin-scale forecasts of a few oceanographic
Shetye and Vijith 2013). Studies have
parameters such as SST, mixed layer depth, surface currents, and
depth of the 20°C isotherm based on a relatively low-resolution (1/4°)
shown that the CTWs are often linked
Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) configuration for the Indian
to winds blowing hundreds of kiloOcean from January 2010. This forecast system, which was named as
meters away from the regions they
“Indian Ocean Forecast System” (INDOFOS), was run at an in-house
are seen (Amol et al. 2012; N. Anup
high-performance computing (HPC) facility with a modest computing
et al. 2020, unpublished manuscript).
capacity of 7.1 TF. Major drawbacks of this system were its low spatial
resolution and the lack of a data assimilation system to initialize
The subtidal circulation of the
the forecast model. In the absence of data assimilation, the “ocean
northern Indian Ocean is primarily
analysis” was nothing but a free model forced with atmospheric
driven by the monsoon winds, which
analysis and the initial conditions for every day forecast were taken
have characteristic seasonal reversal.
from previous days “ocean analysis.” The open boundary conditions
The prominent features of the upperat the southern and eastern boundaries were relaxed to climatological
tracer and geostrophic velocity fields. Tides were also not incorpoocean circulation in the northern
rated in this system. The model was forced with 6-hourly atmospheric
Indian Ocean thus reverses seasonforecast fields obtained from the GFS configuration of NCMRWF, with
ally along the west and east coasts of
a resolution of 1/4°. The spatial resolution of INDOFOS was upgraded
India and in the open seas (Shankar
to 1/8° in March 2012 (Francis et al. 2013). To make a comprehensive
operational forecast system, which includes high-resolution ocean
et al. 2002). During the summer mongeneral circulation models with realistic open boundary conditions and
soon (June to September), the West
data assimilation schemes, INCOIS started the HOOFS project in 2012
India Coastal Current (WICC) flows
with a budget allocation of about $12 million for the 5-yr period during
equatorward while the East India
2012–17 and continued further as “Ocean Modeling Data Assimilation
Coastal Current (EICC) flows poleand Process Specific Observations” (O-MASCOT) project with a budget
allocation of about $3 million during 2017–20. The success of the
ward. The direction of WICC and EICC
project was stemmed with the installation of the HPC facilities, initially
turn poleward and equatorward,
of about 125-TF capacity at the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology
respectively, during winter mon(IITM), Pune, and subsequently about 930-TF capacity at NCMRWF
soon (November to January; Shetye
dedicated for the research and development of HOOFS project. INCOIS
et al. 1993, 1991, 1990). The strong
started providing global ocean analysis also based on the GODAS
in 2010, which was originally developed by the National Centers for
monsoon currents seen to the north
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). In addition to providing the lateral
of the equator flow eastward during
boundary conditions for IO-HOOFS, INCOIS-GODAS also provides the
the summer monsoon and westward
oceanic initial conditions for the seasonal prediction of Indian monsoon
during the winter monsoon (Shankar
using Climate Forecast System, version 2 (CFSv2; Rao et al. 2019).
et al. 2002; Shenoi et al. 1999). It may
be noted that, in addition to the local
surface forcing, the coastal circulation around India is highly influenced by remote forcing
from the interior Bay of Bengal and the equatorial Indian Ocean (Potemra et al. 1991; Shankar
et al. 1996; Yu et al. 1991). The interplay between these different forcing mechanisms makes the
surface and subsurface circulation along the Indian coasts highly incoherent (Amol et al. 2014;
McCreary et al. 1993; Mukherjee et al. 2014; Shankar et al. 2002). Recent observations based on
coastal radar data suggest that variability in the boundary currents, for instance, EICC, significantly influences the currents even at the coast (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2017).
Another important feature of both EICC and WICC is the existence of strong undercurrents
beneath the strong surface flow (Amol et al. 2014; Mukherjee et al. 2014; Shetye et al. 1991). In
a recent study, Francis et al. (2020) have shown that the undercurrents in the EICC are formed
due to the interaction of westward-propagating mesoscale eddies with topography. It may
be noted that the mesoscale eddy activity in the BoB is very strong and they play important
roles in the variability of EICC and the circulation in the interior BoB (Chen et al. 2018). It
has also been shown that the variability of isothermal layers in the interior Bay of Bengal
is also influenced by the winds over the equatorial Indian Ocean through remote effects
(Girishkumar et al. 2013). Recent studies have suggested that the AN Islands play an important
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role in the accurate simulation of subtidal circulation in the Bay of Bengal (Chatterjee et al.
2017; Mukherjee et al. 2019).
Designing forecast systems for regional waters, particularly for the coastal oceans, poses several challenges due various factors including the complex bathymetry and coastline, interaction
of coastal circulation with local and remote forcing, and availability of suitable atmospheric forcing fields. Apart from these, a unique feature of Bay of Bengal is the discharge of large quantities
of freshwater from the rivers like Ganga and Brahmaputra, which causes strong stratification in
the upper ocean that limits the mixed layer to a few tens of meters and influencing the circulation significantly (Vinayachandran and Kurian 2007). Inclusion of river discharge data in real
time in high-resolution operational forecast models still remains as a challenge. In general,
the operational agencies configure a series of ocean forecast systems, nested in larger-scale
forecast/analysis systems to meet the specific requirements of regional applications. A good
example of such a system is a national network of operational nowcast and forecast hydrodynamic model systems designed and operated by NOAA (https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/models
.html). This system includes several regional-scale configurations of hydrodynamic models for
the coastal waters, bays, and larger lakes in and around the United States to issue the nowcast
and forecasts up to 48 h lead time. There are several similar high-resolution operational forecast
systems for other parts of coastal waters and marginal seas in Australia, Asia, and Europe (a
complete list of such systems can be found at www.godae-oceanview.org/science/task-teams/coastal
-ocean-and-shelf-seas-tt/coss-tt-system-information-table/). The domains of most of such systems
are restricted to the regions of their interests (Tonani et al. 2015). The unique dynamics of the
coastal waters in the Bay of Bengal
and the Arabian Sea suggests that,
the models configured for simulating and predicting the variability of circulation in the northern
Indian Ocean, particularly in the
coastal waters around India, need
to be carefully designed to account for the effects of both local
and remote forcing. At the same
time, as most of the users require
ocean circulation forecasts for the
coastal waters, these models have
to be configured at sufficiently high
horizontal resolution to resolve
the coastal processes with good
accuracy. The major challenge
faced during the configuration of
HOOFS was, thus, the selection of
the domain of model setups to balance these requirements, without
compromising the quality of the Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the components of HOOFS. GFS
model simulations. At the same (Det.): GFS deterministic atmospheric analysis. GFS (Ens.): GFS ensemble
time, it may also be noted that the analysis. Observ.: Observations. IC: Initial condition. BC: Boundary
approach taken in the design of condition. Red arrows represent the observational data used for data
HOOFS is quite similar to the other assimilation in numerical models. Green arrows represent the source of
initial and boundary conditions used in various model configurations.
operational systems, as seen from Blue arrows indicate the datasets used for the atmospheric forcing in the
the discussion in the following HOOFS. Black arrows represent the model output used for the generasection.
tion of analysis, forecast, and value products.
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Design of HOOFS
A schematic of the architecture of the HOOFS is shown in Fig. 1. HOOFS is configured with
ROMS (version 3.7) with two different horizontal resolutions and a data assimilation scheme.
ROMS is a free-surface, terrain-following general circulation model developed by Rutgers
University, New Jersey, that solves a set of primitive equations in an orthogonal curvilinear
coordinate system (Haidvogel et al. 2000; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005; Song and
Haidvogel 1994). The Indian Ocean configuration of HOOFS (IO-HOOFS) covering the entire
tropical Indian Ocean (Fig. 2a) has a spatial resolution of 1/12° (~9.2 km) while the northern
Indian Ocean configuration of HOOFS (NIO-HOOFS) covering part of Arabian Sea (east of 65°E)
and the entire Bay of Bengal (Fig. 2b) has a higher spatial resolution of 1/48° (~2.3 km). Both
configurations have 40 sigma levels in the vertical. Bathymetry for these model configurations
is prepared from modified ETOPO2 data (Sindhu et al. 2007). The lateral boundary conditions
for IO-HOOFS are extracted on a daily basis from INCOIS–Global Ocean Data Assimilation
System (GODAS) (Ravichandran et al. 2013) setup covering the global ocean (Fig. 2c). The
daily regional analyses (Regional Analysis of Indian Ocean) produced by assimilating in situ
temperature and salinity profiles and satellite-measured sea surface temperature (SST) data
into IO-HOOFS are used to provide the lateral boundary conditions for NIO-HOOFS. Tracer,
momentum, and sea surface height anomaly fields of NIO-HOOFS are initialized using the
regional analysis for 1 January 2017. In both NIO-HOOFS and IO-HOOFS, sea surface salinity
fields are relaxed to monthly climatology based on the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA2009;
Antonov et al. 2010).
While the configurations of NIO-HOOFS and the forecast-mode configuration of IO-HOOFS
use K-profile parameterization (KPP) scheme (Large et al. 1994) to parameterize the vertical

Fig. 2. Maps of domain and bathymetry of the different model configurations. (a) IO-HOOFS/
BIO-HOOFS (30°S–30°N, 30°–120°E), (b) NIO-HOOFS/BIO-HOOFS (3.5°–26.5°N, 65°–101°E), and (c)
INCOIS-GODAS. Red stippled box in (b) represents the domain of WC-HOOFS (8°–26.5°N, 65°–77.5°E)
and the blue stippled box represents the domain of BB-HOOFS (4°–23°N, 77°–99°E).
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mixing, the IO-HOOFS configuration for preparing the ocean analysis, to which ocean data
get assimilated, uses two different mixing schemes, namely, KPP and Mellor and Yamada
(MY) 2.5 (Mellor and Yamada 1982) in order to maintain the ensemble spread. More details
of the configuration of this system are given in the subsequent section. Harmonic mixing
scheme is used for the horizontal mixing of momentum and tracers along the geopotential
surfaces (Haidvogel and Beckmann 1999) and bulk parameterization scheme is used for the
computation of air–sea fluxes of heat (Fairall et al. 1996) in both IO-HOOFS and NIO-HOOFS
configurations. Forecasted atmospheric fields from National Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecasting (NCMRWF) Unified Model (NCUM; Sumit Kumar et al. 2018) configured at a horizontal resolution of 12 km are used for forcing both NIO-HOOFS and IO-HOOFS setups in the
forecast mode. For preparing the regional analysis, the IO-HOOFS is forced by 80-memberensemble atmospheric forcing produced by NCMRWF using Global Forecast System (GFS)
with horizontal resolution of 12 km. NIO-HOOFS configuration also gets updated by forcing
it with atmospheric analysis from NCUM on a daily basis. Atmospheric forcing for integrating INCOIS-GODAS is provided from GFS deterministic atmospheric analysis produced by
NCMRWF. Tidal forcing is introduced in the NIO-HOOFS with boundary conditions in the
southern and western open boundaries are forced by 10 major tidal constituents extracted
from TPXO 7.0 model (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002).
It may be noted that biogeochemical modeling module is not incorporated in either
IO-HOOFS or NIO-HOOFS. However, forecasts of biogeochemical ocean state are essential for
some of the important applications such as forecasts of potential fishing zones (PFZ). Hence,
we have configured another biophysical modeling framework based on ROMS (Chakraborty
et al. 2019). This includes an Indian Ocean configuration of ROMS (BIO-HOOFS) having the
same model domain as that of IO-HOOFS and two high-resolution configurations of ROMS
for the west coast of India (8°–26.5°N, 65°–78°E; WC-HOOFS) and the Bay of Bengal (4°–23°N,
79°–99°E; BB-HOOFS; Jithin et al. 2017b) at 1/48° resolution. The configuration of BIO-HOOFS
is identical to IO-HOOFS, and the configurations (other than model domain) of BB-HOOFS
and WC-HOOFS are identical to those of NIO-HOOFS, except that these configurations are
integrated with a biogeochemical module (Chakraborty et al. 2018, 2019). The biogeochemical component of these model configurations consists of nitrogen and carbon cycle models
based on Fennel et al. (2006) and Wolf-Gladrow (2001), respectively. The partial pressure of
carbon dioxide (pCO2) is calculated in the surface layer as described in the Fennel et al. (2008).
Oxygen is included as model tracer and biogeochemical dynamics of oxygen is described in
the model following Fennel et al. (2013). The primary production is estimated by making use
of the Vertically Generalized Productivity Model (VGPM; Behrenfeld and Falkowski 1997). All
three configurations are forced with atmospheric analysis and forecasts from NCUM.
Regional Analysis of Indian Ocean
Regional Analysis of Indian Ocean (RAIN) is an ensemble-based ocean data assimilation
system (Baduru et al. 2019; Balaji et al. 2018), in which ocean observations are assimilated
to the IO-HOOFS (see Fig. 1) configuration using a localized ensemble transform Kalman
filter (LETKF) assimilation scheme. LETKF is a relatively new assimilation scheme, which is
effective and computationally inexpensive, compared to other ensemble-based Kalman filter
(Anderson 2001; Bishop et al. 2001; Wang and Bishop 2003; Ott et al. 2004) since the assimilation of observations occurs in the ensemble space (Hunt et al. 2007). In RAIN, the IO-HOOFS
configuration is forced every 6 h with 80 ensemble fluxes estimated from the atmospheric
model GFS (Prasad et al. 2016). The physical parameters like tracer diffusion coefficients and
viscosity coefficients slightly vary across the ensemble members. The mixing parameterization
schemes also vary across the ensemble members—40 members use KPP (Large et al. 1994)
while the remaining 40 members use MY2.5 scheme (Mellor and Yamada 1982). This strategy
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of using two different mixing schemes across the oceanic ensemble members facilitates in
maintaining a healthy ensemble spread; one of the typical challenges in ensemble-based
data assimilation systems (Baduru et al. 2019). If the spread in the ensemble starts to collapse, the data assimilation system starts laying more confidence on the model states and
increasingly less confidence on the observation. Therefore, the analysis, so estimated, bears
more weightage of the model state compared to the observation. After some time, the system
starts ignoring the observations—a phenomenon known as filter divergence. Apparently,
this strategy is not enough to arrest filter divergence. To further protect the system from filter
divergence, we also inflate the spread in ensemble members by 10% after each analysis; that
is, the spread in the model error covariance is inflated to offset the reduction in spread after
each data assimilation cycle. A horizontal Gaussian profile is used for localization with an
e-folding scale of 200 km; that is, the model state at any particular grid is little influenced by
observations located beyond 200 km from that grid. The performance of the system is further
improved with the usage of spatially and temporally varying estimates of representation error
(RE) as a component of observation error (Sanikommu et al. 2019) to represent the uncertainty
in the observations. Detailed validation and performance of RAIN against assimilated and
independent variables can be found in Balaji et al. (2018).
Argo profiling floats are the primary source of in situ observations that get assimilated
to IO-HOOFS to produce the regional ocean analysis (Fig. 3). The Argo program is part of
the Global Ocean Observing System and the data are collected and made freely available
by the International Argo Program and the national programs that contribute to it (http://
doi.org/10.17882/42182). In addition to the temperature and salinity profiles from Argo floats,
observations from moored buoy arrays such as Research Moored Array for African–Asian–
Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction (RAMA; McPhaden et al. 2009; www.pmel.noaa
.gov/gtmba/), and the data buoys maintained by the National Institute of Ocean Technology
(NIOT; www.niot.res.in/niot1/oos_intro.php), Chennai, are also assimilated to the model (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Trajectories of Argo and drifters in the tropical Indian Ocean for the period from November
2018 to October 2019. Locations from which XBT/ XCTD observations are available for ocean reanalysis and the locations of coastal and equatorial ADCP moorings are also shown. The color
legend in the upper-left corner explains the platform types.
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Observations received from these platforms in near–real time through Global Telecommunication System (GTS) hub at the India Meteorological Department (IMD) are processed at
NCMRWF. The processed observations are then subjected to quality checks before getting
assimilated into the ocean models. About 5%–10% of these observations get rejected after
quality checks. On average, about 40–50 in situ temperature and salinity profiles are assimilated in RAIN every day. Distribution of observations from Argo, expendable bathythermograph/expendable conductivity–temperature–depth (XBT/XCTD) and surface drifters for the
period from November 2018 to October 2019 in the tropical Indian Ocean are shown in Fig. 3.
In addition, satellite-based AVHRR SST (level 2) data from NOAA-18, NOAA-19, MetOp-A, and
MetOp-B, processed based on the multichannel sea surface temperature (MCSST) algorithm
(McClain et al. 1985) with satellite zenith angle of 60° and updated coefficients at INCOIS
ground station, are also assimilated in RAIN.
INCOIS–Global Ocean Data Assimilation System
INCOIS-GODAS, which is a global ocean analysis system in which profiles of temperature and
salinity between 60°S and 60°N are assimilated using 3D-VAR data assimilation scheme into a
global configuration of Modular Ocean Model, version 4.0 (MOM4), with a varying horizontal
resolution—ranging from 0.25° in the tropics to 1° in the extratropics (Ravichandran et al.
2013), plays a critical role in the successful implementation of this HOOFS as it provides the
boundary conditions for IO-HOOFS configuration on a daily basis. In addition to the profiles
of temperature and salinity from the Argo floats, profiles of temperature from the moored
buoy networks such as RAMA buoys, NIOT buoys, Prediction and Research Moored Array in
the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA), and Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) are also assimilated in
INCOIS-GODAS. Altogether, about 800–1,000 profiles of temperature and salinity from global
oceans are assimilated into this system every day. The SST in INCOIS-GODAS is relaxed to
Optimum Interpolation SST (OISST) provided by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, with a 5-day relaxation time scale. In addition to these data received in real time,
INCOIS-GODAS also assimilates profiles of temperature and salinity from regular XBT/XCTD
observations in the reanalysis mode (Ravichandran et al. 2013).
Product generation and dissemination. The important products of HOOFS are the analysis
and forecasts of ocean general circulation parameters, which are prepared on a daily basis.
As the main motivation for setting up the high-resolution operational ocean forecast for the
coastal waters around India is the requests from the user community, especially the fishermen,
Coast Guard, Navy and the maritime industries, in addition to the ocean analysis/forecasts
on a few oceanographic parameters, specific tailor-made products as per the needs of such
users are also prepared and disseminated on a regular basis or on demand. The feedbacks
from these users on the usefulness of the products provided by INCOIS as well as their suggestions to improve these services are collected directly. INCOIS also organizes regular user
interaction meetings with the help of nongovernmental organizations working among the
fishermen communities to communicate better with the end users.
The entire operational process, which includes the reception of the processed ocean observations and atmospheric forcing from NCMRWF, their quality checks, integration of models
and generation and dissemination of the analysis, forecast and value-added products are
fully automated. The preparation of ocean analysis commences at 0930 IST (UTC + 05:30 h)
every day, with the reception of processed ocean observations from NCMRWF. These data
as well as the atmospheric forcing received from NCMRWF subsequently, are subjected to
mandatory quality control procedures. Atmospheric forcing data received from NCMRWF
includes 6-hourly analysis for the previous day (in which atmospheric data are assimilated)
from NCUM (deterministic) and GFS model (both deterministic and 80-member ensemble)
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and 6-hourly forecasts for the subsequent 5 days from NCUM. Once the quality checks are
successful, integration of GODAS gets initiated to produce global ocean analysis from which
the southern and eastern boundary conditions for the integration of the RAIN are extracted
(as indicated in Fig. 1). This step is followed by the integration of the 80-member RAIN system.
Ensemble mean from RAIN is used to provide initial conditions for the integration of IO-HOOFS
to generate forecast products for the Indian Ocean basin. After the integration of IO-HOOFS,
the integration of NIO-HOOFS takes place. Southern and western boundary conditions for
NIO-HOOFS are extracted from RAIN (for the past 5 days) and IO-HOOFS forecasts (for the next
5 days). NIO-HOOFS uses the atmospheric fluxes computed from the atmospheric analysis of
NCUM for the previous 5 days and 6-hourly forecasts for the subsequent 5 days from NCUM.
Since no data are assimilated in NIO-HOOFS, it is scheduled to reinitialize the model once
in every 2 years using initial conditions from RAIN to avoid significant drift from observed
state. Note that this reinitialization may not resolve the drift from the observed state due to
errors in the lateral and/or surface boundary conditions. On each such reinitialization, the
model gets integrated for at least 6 months before starting the forecast runs. This is to ensure
that sufficient spinup of the high-resolution model takes place before the forecasts are made.
Every day, 3-hourly forecasts of ocean circulations for subsequent 5 days are generated based
on the model simulations (both IO-HOOFS and NIO-HOOFS). As no observational data gets
assimilated to BIO-HOOFS, WC-HOOFS, and BB-HOOFS configurations, the initial conditions
for integrating these models in forecast mode are taken from the previous day’s free model
simulation forced with atmospheric analysis provided by NCUM. Lateral boundary conditions
of tracer and momentum for the BIO-HOOFS are extracted from INCOIS-GODAS and of the
biogeochemical parameters are prescribed from monthly climatological values (WOA2009;
Garcia et al. 2010a,b). Integration of BIO-HOOFS is followed by the integration of WC-HOOFS
and BB-HOOFS. Lateral boundary conditions for these models are extracted from BIO-HOOFS.
Images and data of the ocean analysis for the previous 15 days are prepared based on RAIN
and made available to the public on the INCOIS web page (https://incois.gov.in). Forecasts of
physical parameters in the coastal waters and Indian Ocean are prepared based on the simulations from NIO-HOOFS and IO-HOOFS, respectively. Forecasts of biogeochemical parameters
are extracted from the simulations of BB-HOOFS and WC-HOOFS. General forecasts of the
parameters such as SST, depth of the mixed layer, surface currents, and depth of the 20°C
isotherm are regularly prepared from the model forecast fields and their images and data are
posted on the web page of Ocean State Forecast (OSF) services of INCOIS (Fig. 4; https://incois
.gov.in/portal/osf/osf.jsp). INCOIS make use of many modern communication channels and join
hands with nongovernmental organizations to reach out to the users, especially the livelihoodearning fishermen, with the operational products. Specific products as per the requirements
of different users such as Indian Coast Guard, Indian Navy, offshore industries, researchers,
and shipping industry are prepared and provided on request.
Verification of ocean analysis and forecasts
The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)–National Institute of Oceanography (NIO), Goa, with the financial support from INCOIS, has been maintaining 17 acoustic
Doppler current profiler (ADCP) moorings at about 100- and 1,000-m depths, respectively, on
the continental shelf and slope at various locations along the Indian coastal regions since
2008 (Amol et al. 2014; Mukherjee et al. 2014). Locations of these ADCPs are shown in Fig. 3.
Comparisons of the simulated coastal alongshore currents by NIO-HOOFS and zonal currents
in the deep ocean from RAIN with the observations from coastal ADCPs and RAMA moored
buoys are shown in Fig. 5. RAIN has a very high skill (correlation coefficient is about 0.8 at
equator) in simulating the currents in the deep ocean, particularly in the equatorial regions.
NIO-HOOFS also could simulate the observed variability in the alongshore currents off both
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Fig. 4. Examples of forecast products generated from NIO-HOOFS (1200 IST 20 Mar 2020) including
(top left) sea surface currents (cm s –1), (top right) sea surface temperature (°C), (bottom left) depth
of 20°C isotherms, and (bottom right) mixed layer depth (m).

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated and observed vertical profiles of (a),(b) coastal and (c),(d) equatorial currents.
Locations of the ADCP moorings (green and red triangles) are shown on the map. In the coastal (equatorial)
regions, alongshore (zonal) currents are used for the comparison and positive velocity values represent the
poleward (eastward) flow. Statistical comparison of currents including correlation and RMSE on the slope
off Goa in green, off Cuddalore in black, and along equator at 85°E in red and 90°E in blue is also shown.
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the east and west coasts of India with good accuracy. It may be noted that the skill is slightly
better (correlation coefficient = 0.55) for the west coast location (off Goa) compared to the
east coast (correlation coefficient = 0.49) location (Cuddalore). Lower skill in the east coast
may be due to the presence of strong intraseasonal variation in the currents in both surface
and subsurface as described in Mukherjee et al. (2017) and Francis et al. (2020). Further,
the system has a very good skill in predicting the thermal structure of the deep and coastal
ocean, even with 3–5-day lead time (Fig. 6). The correlation between the observed and the
predicted temperature are very high (0.7–0.9) and the RMSEs are less than 1°C in the top 50 m
of the ocean at most of the buoy locations. Note that sudden SST drop during the passage of
tropical storms (depicted by gray shading in Fig. 6) was accurately predicted by the system
even with 3-day lead time.
Compared to RAIN/IO-HOOFS or other global ocean analysis systems such as GODAS, the
variability in the circulation and temperature, both in surface and subsurface coastal waters,

Fig. 6. (top) Map showing locations of six Ocean Moored Buoy Network in Northern Indian Ocean (OMNI)
moorings (red triangles with black circle) and a coastal buoy (green triangle with black circle) used to
validate the predicted sea surface temperature in the northern Indian Ocean by HOOFS. The red line with
black circles on the map indicates the tracks of Cyclone Vayu formed in the Arabian Sea (10–17 Jun 2019)
and Fani formed in the Bay of Bengal (30 Apr–5 May 2019). Time series plots show the comparison of SST
forecast (red, green, and blue lines) from HOOFS with observations (3 hourly) from the OMNI moorings
(black line). The vertical gray-shaded region indicates the passing time of Cyclone Vayu in the Arabian
Sea (AD06, AD07, and AD08) and Cyclone Fani in Bay of Bengal (BD14, CB01, BD13, and BD10). (bottom)
Statistics (correlation and RMSE) of the third-day forecast of temperature in the upper-100-m water column at the different mooring locations.
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are better simulated in NIO-HOOFS. In addition, some recent studies based on the simulations
from the 1/48° ROMS configuration for the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea demonstrated that
this model configuration have very good skill in simulating the variability associated with
tides and coastally trapped waves on the shelf regions (Jithin et al. 2019; N. Anup et al. 2020,
unpublished manuscript; Subeesh 2019). These improvements are mainly due to the finetuning of the model configuration such as background diffusivity and viscosity and bottom
drag coefficients to make it suitable for the coastal applications, realistic representation of
coastal bathymetry, and realistic interaction of mesoscale eddies with topography (Jithin
et al. 2017a; Francis et al. 2020).
Applications
In addition to the routine forecasts of ocean general circulation parameters, INCOIS also
provides value-added services based on the HOOFS forecasts. Search and Rescue Aid Tool
(SARAT) and PFZ forecast system are a few among such products.
SARAT. To assist the Indian Coast Guard, which is the nodal agency to carry out search and
rescue missions to locate missing/stranded objects/persons in the sea, a SARAT has been
set up by INCOIS. SARAT is based on the Leeway model (Breivik and Allen 2008), which is a
Monte Carlo stochastic ensemble trajectory model that calculates motion of objects on the sea
surface under the influence of wind and surface currents. Forecasts of ocean currents from
HOOFS and surface wind from NCUM are used in SARAT to estimate the drift of the objects
from their last known position. However, in most of the real cases, accurate information on
the last-known position and time may not be available with the search and rescue agencies. To
address this operational difficulty, an approximate last-known position and time are chosen,
and an ensemble of scenarios are simulated by randomly scattering a number of identical
objects around the last known position or over the suspected area. The radius of scattering is
determined based on the confidence in the initial estimates. All these ensemble members are
then subjected to wind and ocean currents and their trajectories are monitored. The search
region is defined as a convex hull of the end positions of these trajectories. The entire search
region is then categorized into smaller regions according to probability of finding the lost
object. The output from the mathematical model
is simplified and converted into bulletins and
graphical interface to make it easier for the users
to identify the search region. A sample output of
SARAT, displaying the predicted search area of a
simulated drifting buoy versus the observed buoy
trajectory, is shown in Fig. 7.
Potential Fishing Zone forecasting system. The
PFZ advisories generated and disseminated by
INCOIS have significant impact on the livelihood
of fishermen in India. The improvised fishermen
often spend exorbitant time and fuel in search of
a viable fishing ground to cast the nets. The extra
time and fuel spent at sea leads in heavy loss or
in generating meager income affecting their livelihood. PFZ advisories are generated based on the
observations that the regions in which significant
SST gradient and high Chl-a concentration are
present have higher potential for fish aggregation
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Fig. 7. Observed trajectory (green line with black dot)
of a surface drifter (ID 65701980) in the Indian Ocean
during 0600 IST 3 Mar to 1800 IST 4 Mar 2019 superimposed on the predicted search region (black box) and
probability derived by SARAT using the initial position
(5.264°N, 77.743°E).
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(Dwivedi et al. 2005; Kumar et al. 2012; Nayak et al. 2007; Solanki et al. 2001a,b, 2003, 2005).
However, often it becomes a major challenge to retrieve SST/Chl-a data from satellite images,
particularly from the regions under cloud cover. Considering these factors, INCOIS developed
a PFZ forecasting system based on the outputs of HOOFS, which can overcome the operational
difficulties in issuing PFZ advisories due to nonavailability of data and provide the forecasts
of potential fishing grounds based on the HOOFS forecasts. In this system, the thermal fronts
in the coastal waters are identified from the SST forecasts of WC-HOOFS and BB-HOOFS using
the algorithms prescribed by Cayula and Cornillon (1992). Canny (1986) algorithm is employed
to detect Chl-a fronts from BIO-HOOFS. The frontal vectors, thus delineated from the forecasts
of SST and Chl-a, are superimposed on regional maps to identify the common fronts (Fig. 8).
A tolerance limit of 15 km has been fixed to identify common fronts derived from both SST
and Chl-a (Nammalwar et al. 2013; Sarma et al. 2018). Considering the operational requirements, PFZ forecasts are issued only for 3 days. Details of the PFZ forecasting systems and
the validation of PFZ forecasts are given in Chakraborty et al. (2019).
Summary and way forward
Most important objective of the HOOFS project is to develop an operational ocean forecast and
analysis system comprising high-resolution numerical ocean models and data assimilation

Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of SST fronts detected from satellite (pink lines) and HOOFS (black lines)
data on 15 Feb 2015. Overlaid is the SST (°C) from AVHRR sensor onboard MetOp-2 satellite (1.1-km
spatial resolution). (b) As in (a), but overlaid is Chl-a (mg m –3) in logarithmic scale from MODIS
Aqua (1-km spatial resolution). (c) Comparison of PFZ generated by combining the fronts detected
from SST and Chl-a using satellite observation (pink lines) and simulations from HOOFS (black
lines) data on 15 Feb 2015. (d) Histogram consisting of the binned frequency of the identified PFZs
derived from satellite (pink) and HOOFS (black) with respect to length of PFZs as class interval of
5 km for 15 Feb 2015 (Chakraborty et al. 2019).
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schemes. ROMS configurations with spatial resolution of 1/12° for the tropical Indian Ocean
(IO-HOOFS) and 1/48° for the northern Indian Ocean (NIO-HOOFS) have been set up as part of
this project. In situ profiles of temperature and salinity and the satellite-measured SST data are
assimilated in the basin-scale configuration of ROMS using a LETKF-based data assimilation
scheme. Analysis and forecast products of physical oceanographic parameters are prepared
based on these configurations. A few applications such as Search and Rescue Aid Tool and
Potential Fishing Zone forecast system are also developed as part of the project.
There are many regional operational ocean forecasting systems operated worldwide such as
European Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring System (CMEMS; http://marine.copernicus
.eu), the Australian BlueLink (www.csiro.au), the Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM)
of the Met Office (www.metoffice.gov.uk/), NOAA Real Time Ocean Forecast System (https://polar
.ncep.noaa.gov/ofs/), the ocean forecast system of National Marine Environmental Forecast
System, China (https://nmefc.gov.cn/), and Multivariate Ocean Variational Estimate (https://
ds.data.jma.go.jp/) of Meteorological Research Institute of Japan. A complete list of these systems as well as the details of their configurations can be found in the web page of GODAE
Ocean Predict (www.godae-oceanview.org/science/ocean-forecasting-systems/). However, there are
only 8–10 global-to-regional ocean forecasting systems operated worldwide (i.e., which are
similar to HOOFS with multiple nested models (Tonani et al. 2015). The HOOFS configuration
has significantly higher spatial resolution in the northern Indian Ocean compared to other
global/regional systems and the ocean models are specifically tuned for the coastal waters
of South Asian countries considering its unique circulation features. Apart from the data
available through GTS, data from the moored buoys deployed and maintained by NIOT are
also assimilated into IO-HOOFS.
In the present configuration of HOOFS, lateral boundary conditions for the NIO-HOOFS
are being extracted from IO-HOOFS in offline mode. Often this introduces errors in the
exchanges of tracer and momentum at the boundaries due to spatial and temporal interpolation according to the frequency at which the boundary conditions are exchanged. It also
causes operational inconvenience as the boundary conditions are extracted using a third-party
software. To overcome this, it is planned to nest the two configurations online, a technique
that has already been tested by ROMS developers. Another drawback of the present system
is that sea level anomaly data are not assimilated in GODAS as well as in RAIN. It is expected
that the ocean analysis, particularly ocean currents, will improve with the assimilation of
sea level anomaly data. It is also important to incorporate biogeochemical modeling module
in NIO-HOOFS and assimilate biogeochemical parameters in IO-HOOFS so that PFZ forecasts
can be generated from the same integrated system that is used to generate the forecasts of
ocean general circulation features. Further, as most users of INCOIS operational forecasts have
strong interests in the waters near the coasts, it is also planned to set up a shelf sea forecast
system to provide accurate forecasts in this region. Assimilation of data on surface currents,
measured by high-frequency radars installed along the east coast of India, in this shelf sea
model is expected to improve the accuracy of coastal forecasts.
Large influx of freshwater from the nearby rivers to the Bay of Bengal, particularly to the
head of the bay, poses a major challenge in the modeling of ocean circulation in this region.
Due to the presence of freshwater, the head of the bay is highly stratified with relatively
shallow mixed layer depths. While there have been a few studies suggesting the importance
of the inclusion of freshwater discharge on the simulation of the circulation in the northern
bay (e.g., Vinayachandran and Kurian 2007), inclusion of river discharge to an operational
forecast system remains as a challenge due to the nonavailability of these data in near–real
time. Availability of satellite-based estimates of river discharge data (Papa et al. 2012) is
promising and hence, INCOIS is now exploring the possibility get similar data on a nearreal-time basis.
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